Recap: a-c-d-g-q

Practice the letters you learned in the last lesson by tracing and then filling the lines with connected letters a, c, d, g, and q.
In this lesson we will learn the “Climb and Slide” letter group. With these letters you will climb on up, then slide back down. Remember to start each letter on the base line and try to write you letters at a slight slant.

Practice combining the letter i. Trace the double letter i, then finish the line with your own

Practice combining the letter i with other letters from last lesson. Try to make the space between each letter even.

**Practice writing these words: id, did, gig, dig, aid**
The letter u is also a ‘climb and slide’ letter. Notice that the first two steps are the same as the letter i, but after you slide back down, you climb up again! Trace the steps for writing the letter u.

Practice combining the letter u. Make sure each time you slide back down you touch the to the bottom line.

Practice writing the letter u both alone and connected to other letters. Try to combine all the letters without picking you pen or pencil off of the paper.  

Practice writing these words: dug, quad, quid, cud
The Letter T

The letter t is similar to the letter i, except when you climb up, you go almost to the top line. Make sure you climb up and slide down the same line, so you don’t have a loopy t!

Climb on up

Slide back down

Cross the t!

Practice combining two letter t’s. Make sure climb straight up and slide back down the same line. Trace the double letter t’s, then finish the line with your own.

Practice writing the letter t both alone and connected to other letters. Try to start each letter from the base line.

**Practice writing these words: at, tag, act, cat, attic**
The letter w is a climb and slide letter too. Trace the steps for writing the letter w.

The letter w is unusual because the letter ends on the half-way line. When combining the letter w with other letters, start the next letter from the half-way line. Trace the letter w combinations below.

Practice writing the letter w connected to other letters.

Try writing these words: caw, wag, wit, twig,